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About TUMSS
The Tasmanian University Medical Students’ Society (TUMSS) has been
representing medical students at the University of Tasmania (UTAS) for
54 years. TUMSS continues to serve as our state’s leading medical
student organisation.
 
TUMSS is a wholly student run organisation which aims to improve and
support the academic and social wellbeing of all medical students across
Tasmania. With more than 550 members each year, our society aims to
provide the best possible academic and social opportunities for
students at all stages of their medical degree. 
 
TUMSS is an affiliated society of the Tasmania University Union (TUU)
and has close ties with the Australian Medical Students’ Association
(AMSA), the Australian Medical Association (AMA) of Tasmania, the
Australian Medical Council (AMC) and, of course, the University of
Tasmania School of Medicine. 
 
TUMSS has numerous aims, the primary one being to represent medical
students on UTAS committees, providing a student voice on issues of
current relevance and therefore allowing students direct input into their
curriculum. TUMSS also places great value in maintaining strong
relationships with our sponsors. For many years now, we have
showcased sponsors’ products and services during both academic and
social events. The success of our events depend on these valuable
partnerships. 
 
Since our founding in 1965, TUMSS has provided quality career and
elective information to members, highlighting the various medical
specialties and vocational training opportunities available to them.
Complementary to this, TUMSS hosts an annual leadership seminar with
high profile speakers from across Australia. TUMSS’ social events are
also well attended, thus providing additional avenues for successful
partnership. We host an annual MedBall and a number of other highly
anticipated functions.
 
TUMSS has a proud history and spirit of success; we aim to foster this
spirit in our members. Past members include Rhodes Scholars, Churchill
Fellows, hundreds of eminent surgeons and physicians, highly regarded
academics and, beyond the medical field, a handful of politicians and
luminaries!



 

Message from the President

Dear Prospective Partner, 
 
Thank you for reviewing our TUMSS 2020 Sponsorship Prospectus. We look forward to
creating new, exciting partnerships and maintaining old, treasured ones. As the only
student body representing Tasmanian medical students, as well as one of the largest
student councils at the University of Tasmania, I have no doubt that we can offer your
organisation unique opportunities to increase your exposure across the entire state.
Our members are passionate, high-achieving individuals who will soon be entering the
Australian medical workforce, to pursue lifelong careers. TUMSS supports our students
in their aspirations, and we ask that you do so also. 
 
TUMSS has been representing medical students for over 50 years. We are a highly
motivated and innovative society, striving to provide our members with a plethora of
academic, social and extracurricular activities. Our expanding TUMSS events calendar
attracts more medical students than ever before. Our academic program has also grown
with time, now providing students across all year groups with greater access to
mentoring, tutoring and conference support. We acknowledge that none of this would
be possible without the generous support of partners like yourself. We offer the
opportunity to attend some of our key TUMSS events, to allow for promotion of your
products and services, as well as quality, one-on-one interactions with our students.
 
The most recent TUMSS Election was tightly contested – a testament to the previous
TUMSS Committee, whose diligence, application and success resulted in a highly
engaged student body. As such, the 2020 TUMSS Committee is comprised of dedicated
students, with great plans for their respective portfolios. 
 
We hope to continue the tradition of partnership between Tasmania’s pinnacle medical
student society, and organisations with an interest in our medical students and their
future careers.
 
If you have any questions regarding the cornucopia of vibrant opportunities presented
in this Sponsorship Prospectus, please do not hesitate to contact either our
Sponsorship Officers, Fin Shelton and Makaela Hockings, or myself. We look forward to
hearing from you, and hope that our relationship prospers over the course of this year,
and beyond.
 
Yours truly, 
 
Brittany Kay
2020 TUMSS President
E: president@tumss.org.au
M: 0450 348 006
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About	the	Prospectus
The prospectus highlights our annual events and related

partnership opportunities. These opportunities have an assigned
value, based on the degree of exposure you will receive. Towards

the end of the prospectus, you will find sponsorship packages,
which may assist in optimising your investment. We are

committed to excellence, welcoming of exciting new ideas, and
can create customised packages best suited to your organisation’s
needs. Please contact our Sponsorship Officers, Makaela Hockings

& Fin Shelton, for more information.
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ORIENTATION

First	Year	Orientation	Lunch

The opportunity to present a brief talk to all first year students
Receiving acknowledgement as a major sponsor during the TUMSS presentation
Displaying company banners and merchandise
Introducing students to your programs and adding them to your contact lists

Have an impact early on in students’ medical careers! This is a fantastic
opportunity to interact with our first year students during their medical school
orientation week. TUMSS will host an introduction session and welcome lunch for
the students on the Friday.
 
Benefits may include:

21st FEBRUARY | $1600

First	Year	Survival	Guide

Advertising space within the Guide. Various sizing options available, from
smaller logo advertisements through to double-page spreads
The opportunity to include an article pertaining to your company, relevant
to medical students

Very well received and read by the first year students during orientation, the
First Year Survival Guide is rapidly becoming a TUMSS staple. The Guide

includes key information pertaining to Hobart, as well as academic advice on
studying, purchasing textbooks, what to expect from the course as a whole

and how to survive and thrive during the daunting first year. The Guide will be
distributed to the incoming medical student cohort during orientation week,

and will be available to medical students at all stages of their education.
 
Benefits may include:

 

$200 (Full Page)
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$3 50

MEDCAMP
FEBRUARY

Following an orientation lunch and TUMSS
presentation on Friday afternoon, first year

medical students will board buses for an
intensive weekend of workshops, sports,

networking, and their first opportunity to meet
senior students at a social event on Saturday.

MedCamp also provides an opportunity to learn
suturing, plastering, first aid and other key skills

in a relaxed environment!

The opportunity to display a company banner throughout the weekend
Sending a representative to speak to the cohort (up to 15 minutes)
Sponsoring a skills workshop, among other opportunities

For sponsors, MedCamp serves as a unique opportunity to engage with first
years outside of the lecture theatre environment!

 
Benefits may include: 



The opportunity to prominently display your banner and provide
merchandise to the entire university population

Organised by the Tasmanian University Union (TUU), Societies Day
facilitates the recruitment of members from all UTAS societies. As
the event encompasses the entire university, attendance is in the

thousands. As one of the largest student societies – as well as
being granted a prime set up location – this is an excellent

opportunity for TUMSS to cast its recruiting net, and for you to
promote your organisation to all Hobart-based students. 

 
Benefits may include: 
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SOCIETIES	DAY
26TH FEBRUARY | $250



Tickets to the event for up to two (2) company representatives
Brief speaking time and presentation of awards on the night 
Multiple banner display including at the entrance to the event
and on the main stage. Special displays of products or services
can be arranged
Acknowledgement as a sponsor on promotional material
including the website, posters, tickets, magazines and
presentations

Benefits may include, but are not limited to:

Social

TUMSS’ Gala Ball, fondly known as MedBall,
 is the most anticipated event of the social calendar. 

Students get the chance to dress up and celebrate the
coming end of another year. 

 
Attendance is around 350 and tickets are highly sought after, 

often with students on waiting lists. 
Medical students from all years are strongly represented,

along with partners and friends.

MEDBALL
SEPTEMBER | $1200
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MEDBALL

This is awarded to a medical student
who has shown excellence, enthusiasm

and passion in their studies. The
individual has also shown commitment
to assisting others with their education

and learning.

This is the most prestigious award
presented by the society annually on the

night of MedBall. It is awarded to an
individual within TUMSS who has shown

extraordinary commitment, and has
made the greatest contribution to the

society during their studies.

MEDPARTY

AWARDS
MASTER OF 
MEDICINE

TUMSS 
AWARD

MAY | $200

$250 $250

MedParty is one of TUMSS’ premier social events. As such, there is
enormous advertising and publicity surrounding this extremely popular
event across all clinical schools, providing you with access to nearly every
UTAS medical student.

Acknowledgement as a sponsor in all TUMSS advertising for the event,
including company banner displays across all UTAS campuses and at the
venue itself

Benefits may include:
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HALFWAY	PARTY

JUNE | $300

A celebratory event for all third year medical students. The event
marks the point where students have officially completed half of
their medical degrees, and is one of the only events at which
almost every single student in a year group is in attendance.

An invitation to send along a representative, and hand out
select prizes
The opportunity to prominently display your banner
Acknowledgement as a sponsor in all TUMSS’ advertising for
the event and on the night

Benefits may include:



ACADEMIC

Careers Night is one of TUMSS’ most popular academic events.
There is representation from students at all levels of their medical
education, and attendees are always excited to hear from a wide
range of inspiring junior and senior doctors.
 
The primary aim of Careers Night is to help students see the “big
picture” and allow them to conceptualise where the hours of study
will take them. Dedicated medical professionals from the medical
and surgical Australasian colleges will present their personal stories,
information about their respective specialties, and other invaluable
career advice.
 
 

Electives Night was introduced in 2014, in conjunction with IMPACT
(UTAS’ global health society) to provide students with information
about their medical electives, which they will undertake at the end of
fourth year.
 
The event introduces the concept of an elective placement, guides
students in the application process, and allows senior students to
share their experiences and advice. In previous years, this events has
been wildly successful, with a large turnout of up to 130 students, and
positive feedback from sponsors.

CAREERS	NIGHT

ELECTIVES	NIGHT

DATE TBD
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Due to incredibly high demand for partnership opportunities for
these events, a tiered system will be used in 2020 with different

levels of sponsorship. Please see the following page for more
information.

DATE TBD



TIERED	SYSTEM
CAREERS NIGHT

$1750
Sponsorship of a speaker on the night 
+ speaking slot (5 minutes) + trade stall
 

ELECTIVES NIGHT

$1250

$1000

$750

$1500

$1250

Speaking slot (5 minutes) + trade stall 

Trade stall

Sponsorship of a speaker on the night +
speaking slot (5 minutes) + trade stall 

 

Speaking slot (5 minutes) + trade stall

Trade stall 
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SEMINARS
Tasmanian	Leadership	Development	Seminar

Diversity	in	Medicine	Conference

Date TBC | $400

Date TBC | $400

The TUMSS Leadership Development Seminar is a one-day event
designed to develop medical students’ skills in advocacy, communication,

presentation, media and maintenance of professional relationships.
Speakers may range from parliamentary guests, to medical professionals

and other inspirational individuals from the community.
 

This is a high calibre event, serving as an excellent opportunity for
partnership. In previous years, we have been honoured to have keynote
speakers such as AMA National President Dr Michael Gannon and the

Honorary Andrew Wilkie MP in attendance.

The Diversity in Medicine event recognises and champions the
challenges that professionals of different backgrounds face. This

TUMSS conference facilitates meaningful interactions between health
students and health professionals, including, but not limited to, those in

the fields of medicine, paramedicine and nursing.

Speaking slot (5 minutes) for company representatives
Trade stall
Display of your banner and merchandise at the event
Acknowledgement as a sponsor of the event on all promotional
material

Benefits may include:
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LUNCH

Hobart, Launceston and Burnie Campuses 
 $450 each

Each semester, TUMSS hosts a lunch for pre-clinical and clinical
years students. A catered lunch is certain to attract large numbers

of students and is a great opportunity for company
representatives to interact with students in a one-on-one setting,

and effectively promote both products and services. 
 
 
 

With another fresh set of clinical year students in the Launceston
and Burnie hospitals, TUMSS hosts a social function to help settle

these students into their new surroundings. As it has proved
enormously entertaining and successful, TUMSS hopes to host

this event again in 2020.

Acknowledgement as a naming rights sponsor in all
promotional information
Display of your banner and merchandise at the event
Opportunity to send along representatives to talk at the lunch

Benefits may include:
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Cross	Cultural	Fiesta

The opportunity to prominently display your banner and other
promotional items at the event
Acknowledgement as a sponsor in all TUMSS advertising for the
event
Sponsor representation at the event can be arranged

This event is heavily advertised to the international student
population across UTAS, as well as to all medical students. The

Fiesta has become wildly popular, involving a multicultural potluck
and performances by students from all around the world. 

 
Benefits may include: 

Semester Two | $200



Blue	Week

TUMSS Blue Week occurs in collaboration with AMSA's Blue Week
campaign, which aims to decrease stigma and increase mental

health literacy among medical students, helping to promote
healthier coping strategies and empower students to look out for

themselves and their peers. 
 

Activities have previously included a movie night with a Q&A about
AHPRA, mental health breakfasts and discussion forums about the

stigma around mental health illness. All events and activities
during the week are themed blue – the international colour for

mental health! 
 

Opportunities for sponsorship include a lunch and/or breakfast as
well as sponsorship of the various events held throughout Blue

Week.

Health	and	Wellbeing	Week

This week is all about HEALTH. It gives students a chance to take
a step back from study stress in the lead up to exams. Past health
and wellbeing weeks have included yoga, hot breakfasts, seminars

about stress management and a “Chai, Chat & Study” session.
These have served to promote self-care and student wellbeing.

 
Sponsorship opportunities include lunch and/or breakfast as well
as sponsorship of the various events held throughout Health and

Wellbeing week.

DATE TBC | $250
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DATE TBC | $250



Tasmanian Anatomy and Surgical Interest
Network (TASIN) is a TUMSS initiative

aiming to provide an avenue for students
to further their understanding of surgery
as a discipline. Events range from Surgical

Careers Night, to Suture Saturdays,
Ultrasound workshops, Radiology and

Mnemonic Master-Classes, and so much
more! With hands-on workshops and

seminars throughout the entire academic
year, sponsorship opportunities are

innumerable!

Tasmanian Student Pathology Society
(TSPS) is a TUMSS initiative aimed to

promote knowledge about, and stimulate
interest in, Pathology as a field of medicine

and a possible career option. Lunchtime
lectures from impressive academics and

clinicians, group study sessions, laboratory
tours… and that is just the beginning.

Tasmanian Student

Pathology Society

An invitation to send company representatives to all events
Acknowledgement as a sponsor of the society's events on all
promotional material
An opportunity to display your banner and merchandise at all
events 
The chance to host a stall at larger academic events 

In exchange for sponsorship of either society, TUMSS can
offer you: 

TUMSS-SUPPORTED

SOCIETIES

Tasmanian Anatomy and

Surgical Interest Network

$750 $750
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Sponsorship Prospectus available upon request



 

other
ADVERTISEMENTS

In exchange for sponsorship, we welcome you to advertise your
brand and services directly to the entire medical student body. 

 
Please contact our TUMSS Sponsorship Officers for tailored

options and further details.

- First Year Survival Guide - The Medic (biannual)

- The Centaur - Social Media Posts*

Adverts are available for:

two pages
$200

1/4 page
$75

one page
$150

1/2 page
$100

1/8 page
$50

social media
$100 per post
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*Via the TUMSS
Facebook Page



PLATINUM $7500+

 

A complimentary whole page advertisement in our annual
magazine ‘Centaur’
Prominent displays in clinical and pre-clinical student areas
(primarily posters)
Inclusion of your logo on the TUMSS website homepage, and
HTML links to your own website
First opportunity for memento, merchandise and apparel
sponsorship

GOLD$5000+
 

TUMSS

Sponsorship Packages

Any combination of sponsorship which
totals $5000 or more will receive:

Any combination of sponsorship which
totals $7500 or more will receive:

Prominent displays in clinical and pre-clinical student areas (primarily
posters)
Inclusion of your logo on the TUMSS website homepage, and HTML links
to your own website
First opportunity for memento, merchandise and apparel sponsorship
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SILVER $2500+

TUMSS

Sponsorship Packages

continued

Any combination of sponsorship which totals
$2500 or more will receive:

Inclusion of your logo on the TUMSS website homepage and HTML links to your
own website
First opportunity for memento, merchandise and apparel sponsorship
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This Sponsorship Prospectus has been prepared to encourage involvement
with the Tasmanian University Medical Students' Society (TUMSS) in 2020, in
the hope of building our partnership. Our role as Sponsorship Officers is to
facilitate the promotion of your business, brand and message to the
doctors of tomorrow, through the sponsorship of our events and academic
programs.
 
Whilst this Sponsorship Prospectus is as accurate as possible at time of
initial distribution (December 2019), new initiatives may arise throughout
the year which your organisation may be interested in sponsoring. We will
endeavour to keep you informed of TUMSS’ activities in 2020.
 
Please note, the sponsorship packages highlighted simply serve as a
guideline; we would be more than happy to tailor a sponsorship package to
suit your organisation’s specific needs.
 
Should you have any questions or concerns about the information
provided, or would like to discuss the possibility of a partnership with
TUMSS, please do not hesitate to contact us.
 
We look forward to working alongside you in 2020!

CONTACTS

Brittany Kay
President

0450 348 006

Makaela Hockings
0457 323 854

Fin Shelton
0477 505 282

Sponsorship Officers
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president@tumss.org.ausponsorship@tumss.org.au


